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THE COMMEDIA PRINCE AND THE PAUPER

By LANE RIOSLEY

THE CHARACTERS
# of lines

COLUMBINE ........................common girl, but very clever 214 
and good at dance and tumbling;   

 the troupe leader
ARLEQUIN ...........................the mischief-maker; clever, 263 

athletic and funny
PUNCHIN ............................bombastic and proud with a big 192 

nose
ROSETTA ............................fancies herself a lady; also 203 

funny and a good dancer

SETTING
Time:  Now.

Place:  Anywhere.

The stage is empty. All sets, props, and costumes are in a chest on a 
cart brought in by the players, just like a traveling merchant’s wagon. 
The players have made all the props and their costumes from found 
objects, and they go to and from the cart throughout the play, selecting 
and returning props and costume bits.
There is a central acting area the troupe uses, and when stage 
directions advise “enter” or “exit,” it means the central area.

AUTHOR’S NOTES
In considering the staging of the commedia style, it is helpful to 
remember the most famous twentieth-century artists of the commedia, 
the Marx Brothers. Commedia players traditionally use lazzi, or stage 
business, which is included in the stage directions.
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THE COMMEDIA PRINCE AND THE PAUPER

LIGHTS UP:  The PLAYERS ENTER, singing and pulling a cart.
ALL:  (Sing.) Upon a time and long ago,

Two little boys got lost.
A pauper and a little prince,
Adventure at a cost!
They traded places all in fun,
A dangerous charade.
So many people so confused,
A very risky trade!
The Prince and the Pauper!
The Prince and the Pauper!

COLUMBINE:  Ciao!
PUNCHIN:  Benvenuti! Benvenute!
ARLEQUIN:  I’m so happy to see everybody!
COLUMBINE:  Amico!
ROSETTA:  Hello!
COLUMBINE:  Tutti! We will introduce ourselves to you. First, I am 

Columbine.
PUNCHIN:  And I am the one and the only, Punchin. The actor of the 

great art and the great nose. Here am I, and here is my nose.
ROSETTA:  Hello, I am Rosetta!
ARLEQUIN:  And I am Arlequin! You will like me very much!
ROSETTA:  They will like me better.
COLUMBINE:  Today we will play a story written by the great Mark 

Twain of America.
ARLEQUIN:  America! (Follows COLUMBINE.)
COLUMBINE:  (Avoids ARLEQUIN.) A story about a prince and a pauper.
ARLEQUIN:  A little pauper.
COLUMBINE:  Sì.
ARLEQUIN:  A little pauper dog.
COLUMBINE:  No, Arlequin—
ARLEQUIN:  I love little pauper dogs. So sweet. Floppy ears, a little tail. 

They bark. (Barks.) When I was little boy and had a little pauper 
dog—

COLUMBINE:  No, Arlequin, no. Not a puppy. A pauper. Not puppy. 
Pauper. Different, sì?

ARLEQUIN:  Sì.
COLUMBINE:  Bravo.
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ARLEQUIN:  A little pauper dog. Sì? (Barks at the AUDIENCE.)
COLUMBINE:  Sì, uh, no!
ARLEQUIN:  Where is the little pauper dog? Here, boy! (Into the 

AUDIENCE.) Here, little pauper dog! Do you have the dog? Where 
is the little pauper dog?

COLUMBINE:  No, Arlequin! (Pulls him out of the AUDIENCE.) The prince 
is a prince and the pauper is a puppy... no wait, now I am confused. 
Arlequin, there is no little dog.

ARLEQUIN:  No?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  No dog?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  What happened to the little dog? (Upset.) The little prince 

must be so unhappy. I feel so sorry for him. (To AUDIENCE.) Are you 
sad, too? I will sit here and cry! (Goes into the AUDIENCE and weeps 
uncontrollably.) Come now, you cry with me. We all cry. (Wails, lying 
on his back and drumming his heels. The OTHER PLAYERS huddle 
and confer, then go to ARLEQUIN.)

ROSETTA:  Arlequin!
PUNCHIN:  The little dog came home.
ARLEQUIN:  He did? (Runs back ONSTAGE.) He’s home?
COLUMBINE:  Yes, and everybody is happy.
ARLEQUIN:  I am so glad!
COLUMBINE:  We will start over. (To AUDIENCE.) Scusi. Everyone, this 

is the story of a prince... and…
PUNCHIN:  Eh-eh!
COLUMBINE:  ...a very poor little boy.
PUNCHIN:  Molto bene!
COLUMBINE:  Please bring me the big book of stories. (Looks to 

PUNCHIN.)
PUNCHIN:  The big book of stories. (Looks to ROSETTA.)
ROSETTA:  The big book of stories. (Looks to ARLEQUIN.)
ARLEQUIN:  The big book of stories. (Looks. There is no one.) I will get 

it. (Takes the book to COLUMBINE.) Here is the big book of stories.
COLUMBINE:  The big book of stories. (Opens the book.) Mark Twain of 

America wrote this story about the far away land of England.
ARLEQUIN:  England?
COLUMBINE:  England is a wonderful land across the ocean. A very 

long time ago, in this England, there was a king named Henry.
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ARLEQUIN:  Hen-e-ry. (Has trouble pronouncing it.) Hen-o-ry? How do 
you say his name?

COLUMBINE:  Henry.
ARLEQUIN:  It sounds like you have a cold. (Sneezes as he speaks.) 

Hen-o-ry! Are you sure his name was not Lodovico?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  Maybe Giovanni?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  Or may be Cosimo?
COLUMBINE:  No, his name was Henry. He was a great king. He was 

Henry the Eighth.
ARLEQUIN:  The eighth?
COLUMBINE:  Sì.
ARLEQUIN:  They named a boy Henry eight times? Henry, Henry, Henry, 

Henry, Henry, Henry, Henry, Henry!
COLUMBINE:  They named him once! Henry.
ARLEQUIN:  But you said—
COLUMBINE:  (Pulls ARLEQUIN’S hat over his face, making him stagger 

and grope from one person to another until ROSETTA pulls his hat 
up.) Now Henry was the King of England. He was very rich, but 
many of his people were very poor.

PUNCHIN:  Infamia!
ROSETTA:  Orribile!
ARLEQUIN:  I do not like this king!
COLUMBINE:  King Henry had a little boy named Edward, and he was 

the Prince.
ARLEQUIN:  Did they name this Edward eight times, too?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  I am glad.
COLUMBINE:  He was Edward the Sixth.
ARLEQUIN:  How did his Mama call him to dinner? (Counts on his 

fingers.) Come to dinner, Edward, Edward, Edward, Edward, 
Edward—

COLUMBINE:  (Frustrated, shouts over him.) Silencio! Silencio!
ARLEQUIN:  Edward! (Holds up six fingers.)
PUNCHIN:  (Stern; to ARLEQUIN.) You interrupt.
ARLEQUIN:  I can count.
PUNCHIN:  Silencio!
COLUMBINE:  Grazie.
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PUNCHIN:  Ecco, Columbine, you said there is a king.
COLUMBINE:  Sì.
PUNCHIN:  Sì, and who will play this very noble king?
COLUMBINE:  The king, eh—
PUNCHIN:  (Struts.) A great king always has a great nose.
COLUMBINE:  The king, you see—
PUNCHIN:  I wonder where we might find such an actor? Such a nose?
COLUMBINE:  The king was very fat with a very tiny nose.
PUNCHIN:  It cannot be!
ARLEQUIN:  You heard Columbine. A very tiny nose. (Struts.) I will play 

the king.
ROSETTA:  And very fat.
ARLEQUIN:  (Grabs ROSETTA’S cape and stuffs his jacket so that he 

looks fat.) Very fat.
ROSETTA:  Give me back my beautiful cape! (Takes the cape from 

ARLEQUIN. It is all wrinkled.) This cape is for me to wear when I 
play the queen.

COLUMBINE:  (Frustrated.) There is no queen!
PUNCHIN:  There is only a king, and I will play him.
ARLEQUIN:  I will play the king.
PUNCHIN:  No! (He and ARLEQUIN begin an elaborate fistfight 

preparation, rolling up sleeves, etc. Just as they are about to start 
swinging, COLUMBINE walks up and stomps on their feet, each in 
turn. They howl in protest and hop around.) My poor foot!

ARLEQUIN:  Ow, ow, ow, ow, ow, ow! (Howls.)
COLUMBINE:  Why do you always have to fight and argue?
PUNCHIN:  Prego. Columbine is right. We are all great actors. 

(EVERYONE nods.) We all play our parts. (Everyone nods.) And I will 
play the king.

ARLEQUIN:  I will play the king!
ROSETTA:  Why a king? Why not a queen? (She, PUNCHIN, and 

ARLEQUIN argue loudly, hands waving.)
COLUMBINE:  Ecco! (Throws down the big book, slamming it on the 

floor. The others gasp at this infamy. ROSETTA becomes faint.) If 
you do not like the way Columbine runs the play, then you may do 
everything! (Goes and sits DOWNSTAGE.) Avanti! Go ahead! Pick up 
the big book of stories. Hurry up! Entertain us! (The PLAYERS all 
start for the big book at once, knock heads, and fall down. They get 
up and try again.)

ARLEQUIN:  (Reaches for the big book.) I will tell everyone what to do.
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ROSETTA:  Oh, no, you will not. (Grabs the big book.)
PUNCHIN:  (Grabs the big book. He, ARLEQUIN, and ROSETTA wrestle.) 

Just listen to me. (They ALL lose their grip on the book and fall 
backwards again as the book falls on the floor. They stand up, and 
then ALL THREE make a dash for the book and run into each other. 
They fall back again, rubbing their heads.)

ROSETTA:  This is your fault, Arlequino!
PUNCHIN:  I think my nose is bent!
ARLEQUIN:  Ow! Ow! Ow!
COLUMBINE:  (Ignoring the fray, she returns to the stage, picks up the 

book, and lovingly dusts it off.) Well, I can see that the big book of 
stories does not like anyone except me. (ARLEQUIN looks puzzled, 
ROSETTA looks frustrated, and PUNCHIN keeps trying to figure out 
if his nose was bent out of shape.) Arlequino, you may not play the 
king. You think you can play any part, but you cannot. Rosetta, 
there is no queen.

PUNCHIN:  Everybody! Listen! My nose is not hurt!
COLUMBINE:  Sta bene. (Pops PUNCHIN on the nose with her fan. He 

howls.) Enough! We begin! Places, players, places! (The OTHERS 
take their places as she narrates.) Once upon a time! Long ago, in 
the land of England, there was a great king. Punchin! (Delighted, 
PUNCHIN forgets about his nose and struts.)

ARLEQUIN:  (Jumps up and down in anger.) I thought he had a very tiny 
nose!

COLUMBINE:  Ah, ah, a bee stung him on the nose, so it looked very 
big.

ARLEQUIN:  What?
COLUMBINE:  Oh, but you could not even see his nose for his great 

tummy. So big was his tummy. This great king with the great tummy 
was called King Henry the Eighth. (ARLEQUIN steps forward, about 
to count, and she stops him.) If you count even one Henry I will 
make you play the king’s tummy. (ARLEQUIN looks at PUNCHIN’S 
tummy and walks away.)

PUNCHIN/KING:  Hello, I am the great King Henry of England. Where 
is my tummy? (ROSETTA brings a crown and a pillow from the 
cart to stuff PUNCHIN’S shirt. The tummy is large enough to make 
PUNCHIN a road hazard. Then ROSETTA changes into the Prince with 
a crown and a slapstick sword. ARLEQUIN changes into the servant.) 
Hello, everyone! (Waves to the AUDIENCE.) Grazie. Molte grazie. 
Grazie mille. (Kisses his fingers to the AUDIENCE, then drinks from 
a golden cup.)
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COLUMBINE:  He had everything he could want. A beautiful castle with 
many rooms. Wonderful servants who waited on him and told him 
he was handsome. Magnificent clothes. A really good cook. And, 
best of all, a beautiful little son.

PUNCHIN/KING:  What a beautiful little son I have.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Papa!
PUNCHIN/KING:  I love you so much, my son.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I love you too, Papa.
COLUMBINE:  But the little prince, he had no mama.
PUNCHIN/KING:  How I miss your mama!
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Such a wonderful mama!
PUNCHIN/KING:  You know, my son, when I am no longer here, you 

will be the king.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  The king! But not today?
PUNCHIN/KING:  Not today. Today, my son, go outside and play. Run 

and play! Run and play!
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I will, Papa! Run and play! Run and play! (Pulls 

a ball from the chest and pretends to play catch with herself. It’s 
exhausting.) Playing catch all by myself is making me very tired. 
This is no fun. Servant!

ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  Yes, your Royal Highness?
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I command that you play catch with me and have 

fun.
COLUMBINE:  The poor servant was not allowed to play with Prince 

Edward—
ARLEQUIN:  Edward, Edward, Edward, Edward, Edward, Edward!
COLUMBINE:  (Strolls past ARLEQUIN and casually stomps on his foot. 

He hops away, howling.) No servants were allowed to play games 
with the prince.

ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  I may not play with you, your Royal Highness. 
Only someone of royal birth can play with you.

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Even catch?
ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  Especially catch.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Go and fetch my sisters. Tell them that I command 

them to come play catch with me!
ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  Your sisters are at their lessons, your Royal 

Highness. I could not disturb them upon pain of death.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Whose death?
ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  My death.
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ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I see why that would worry you. Then go and get 
my dogs. They will play with me.

ARLEQUIN/SERVANT:  Yes, your Royal Highness. Wait here. (EXITS the 
area and comes back with a tree branch and a chair.)

COLUMBINE:  (Narrates.) The little prince waited. And waited. And 
waited. You see, the servant was not very smart. The royal dogs 
were in the kennel in another palace on the other side of the river 
in another town, and the servant would not be back for days.

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Where is that foolish servant? He has been gone 
a long time.

COLUMBINE:  (Narrates.) The little prince sat down under a tree.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I will sit down under this tree.
COLUMBINE:  (Narrates.) What he did not know was that there was 

something amazing up in the tree. (Hands the big book to PUNCHIN 
and puts on the Tom Canty costume.)

ARLEQUIN:  Was it a bird?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  A squirrel?
COLUMBINE:  No.
ARLEQUIN:  A cow?
COLUMBINE:  In a tree?
ARLEQUIN:  A cow raised by squirrels?
COLUMBINE:  There was a little boy up in the tree! (Stands on the 

chair.)
ARLEQUIN:  Amazing!
ROSETTA:  Did you see that coming?
ARLEQUIN:  I would never have guessed!
PUNCHIN:  (Narrates.) The little boy had been watching the prince from 

high up in the tree. He was a very poor little boy, but very brave. He 
wanted to see the little prince for himself, and so he crept into the 
castle and climbed a big oak tree.

COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Oh, I can see everything from up here. 
Look, there is the prince! People have told me that he looks just 
like me. I want to see this for myself. If I just lean forward a little 
bit... Oh! Help! I’m falling! (Grabs ARLEQUIN, holding onto the tree 
branch over her head, wobbling back and forth dramatically. She 
finally falls to the floor, still holding the branch. ARLEQUIN changes 
into the Soldier with helmet and slapstick sword.)

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Who goes there? Guards! Help!
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  What are you shouting about?
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ROSETTA/PRINCE:  You are going to kill me.
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  No, I will not.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Are you sure?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Yes.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  What’s that in your hand?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  A tree branch.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Not a sword?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  No. See?
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  All right, then.
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Why are you afraid of me?
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  The guards say I must be afraid of everyone.
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  That doesn’t sound like much fun.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  It really isn’t.
ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  Hark! Away, thou young beggar! Step away from 

the prince! (Picks up COLUMBINE to drag her away.)
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Ow!
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Stop! Do not hurt him!
ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  He is a beggar’s child and will try to harm thee.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Soldier, set him down and leave us. I command 

you!
ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  As you say, your Royal Highness. (Releases 

ROSETTA; suspicious.) Mind thy manners, then, boy! (Leaves them.)
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Boy, why are you here?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  I wanted to see you.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Why?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Your pardon, your Royal High and 

Mightyness, but sometimes I pretend I’m a prince. I wanted to 
see what a real prince looks like to make sure I am doing it right.

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  What is your name, lad?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Tom. Tom Canty.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  As long as no one is watching... (Looks around.) 

Tom Canty, would you like to see how a prince plays catch?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Yes, please! (They play catch.)
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  I don’t know why people say you look like me. I’m 

wearing royal robes, and I’m clean. You’re wearing rags, and you’re 
all filthy.

COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Maybe if I wasn’t filthy, I would look like 
you.

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Let’s find out! (They trade clothes.)
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PUNCHIN:  And so the two boys decided to trade clothes. This was not 
the best idea either one of them ever had.

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Amazing!
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  I look just like you.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  And I look just like you.
ARLEQUIN:  Wait, hold on! Something is wrong here.
COLUMBINE:  Arlequin, why do you stop the play?
ARLEQUIN:  You and Rosetta do not look alike.
COLUMBINE:  Yes we do.
ARLEQUIN:  No, you do not!
PUNCHIN:  This time Arlequin is right. You look different.
ROSETTA:  What can we do?
COLUMBINE:  I know! I forgot the most important part of our costumes. 

(Goes to the chest and pulls out two identical wigs.)
ARLEQUIN:  Come?
PUNCHIN:  Cosa?
ARLEQUIN:  Oh, those will not help!
PUNCHIN:  You insult us.
COLUMBINE:  Just wait. (Places one wig on herself and one on 

ROSETTA.) Well? (PUNCHIN and ARLEQUIN look from ROSETTA to 
COLUMBINE and back again. They gasp. Then they look at each 
other. This is the lazzo of belief—each time they wear the wigs, ALL 
PLAYERS see them as identical.)

ARLEQUIN:  Would you look at that?
PUNCHIN:  I cannot tell them apart!
ARLEQUIN:  That is the most amazing thing I have ever seen!
PUNCHIN:  How did you do that?
ARLEQUIN:  Which one are you?
ROSETTA:  I am Rosetta!
ARLEQUIN:  No! (ROSETTA and COLUMBINE run around each other.)
PUNCHIN:  Rosetta?
COLUMBINE:  I am Columbine!
PUNCHIN:  No!
ARLEQUIN:  How do they do that? (ROSETTA and COLUMBINE run 

around each other.) Rosetta?
COLUMBINE:  I am Columbine!
ROSETTA:  I am Rosetta!
PUNCHIN:  Now I have seen everything!
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ARLEQUIN:  (To AUDIENCE.) Can you tell who is who? I cannot.
PUNCHIN:  Forgive the interruption! Scusi! So amazing. (Narrates with 

new enthusiasm.) And so, when the boys switched clothes, even 
their own families would not have known one from the other. True! 
Amazing! All afternoon they played and talked and shared the 
stories of their lives. Poor Tom Canty from Offal Court on Pudding 
Lane and Prince Edward of all England.

ARLEQUIN:  Edward, Edward, Edward, Edward. Edward.
COLUMBINE:  Stop it.
ARLEQUIN:  Edward.
COLUMBINE:  I mean it!
PUNCHIN:  The boys liked each other so much that they shook hands 

and promised to be friends forever.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Friends forever!
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Friends! Ow!
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  What’s wrong with your hand?
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  I think that soldier held my hand too tight.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  He hurt you? What a shameful thing, and cruel. 

Soldier!
COLUMBINE/TOM CANTY:  Your Highness, no! It wasn’t his fault.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  It was his fault!
PUNCHIN:  The prince ran all the way to the gates to scold the soldier. 

But as he ran, he forgot how he was dressed.
ROSETTA/PRINCE:  Soldier, how dare you injure one of my subjects?
ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  There you are! (Grabs ROSETTA and drags her 

away.) Now I’ll throw you out! This is what I should have done 
to begin with! (Spanks ROSETTA with his slapstick.) And that’s for 
getting me in trouble with His Highness! (Laughs.)

ROSETTA/PRINCE:  How dare you treat me so! Open this gate! I am 
the Prince of Wales! My person is sacred! You will hang for laying 
hands on me!

ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  Yes, Your Highness! (Laughs.) I salute Your 
Gracious Highness. Now be off with you, crazy boy! Come back, 
and I will spank you again!

PUNCHIN:  The crowd outside the castle thought this was great fun. 
(He and COLUMBINE drape themselves in peasant rags. They push 
the cart CENTER and set up a pole on the cart. Throughout the play, 
they change silhouettes of London made of cutout cloth, changing 
locations. Here they set up the Tower of London.)

ARLEQUIN/SOLDIER:  Make way for his Royal Highness! Make way for 
the Prince of Wales!
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ARLEQUIN:  No, I like it!
COLUMBINE:  Thank you!
ROSETTA:  Arrivederci!
ARLEQUIN:  Ciao! Grazie mille!
ALL:  (As they EXIT.) Upon a time and long ago,

Two little boys got lost.
A pauper and a little prince,
Adventure at a cost!
They traded places all in fun,
A dangerous charade.
So many people so confused,
A very risky trade!
The Prince and the Pauper!
The Prince and the Pauper! (CURTAIN.)

END OF PLAY

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES
Large storybook
Four slapstick swords
Golden cup
Ball
Chest
Tree branch
Chair
Pole
Cutout cloth silhouettes (Tower of London, London Bridge)
Blue fabric
Spray bottle of water
Crowd silhouette
Basket of fish
Large bowl
Pitcher
Rag
Stool
Blanket

1

5

10
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Life-sized fabric cutouts (one for each:  courtiers, thieves/ beggars, 
citizens/ parade-watchers)

Throne (chair)
Tambourine
Red parcel containing loaf of bread
Wooden stocks
Crimson drape
Great Seal of England (a ring)

COSTUMES
ARLEQUIN:  Hat
ROSETTA:  Cape
KING:  Crown and pillow (for belly)
SERVANT:  Apron
PRINCE:  Crown, slapstick sword, wig
TOM CANTY:  Peasant rags, wig (identical wig to Prince’s)
SOLDIER:  Helmet, slapstick sword
PEASANT:  Rags
JOHN CANTY:  Old beaten up hat, scarf
NOBLES:  Robes
MILES HENDON:  Feathered hat
HERALD:  Robe, hat, toy trumpet
WITCH:  Chains, rags
HUGO THE KING OF BEGGARS:  Rags, beat up top hat
PEASANT WOMAN:  Skirt and scarf
GUARD:  Helmet
CAPTAIN:  Helmet and sword
Costume that combines MILES HENDON and FEMALE GUARD (with 

long-haired wig and floral pattern)
ARCHBISHOP:  Hat and robe



We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!




